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plates are connected by 
the outer paper layer

press fit finger joints



with these joints users fold the 
respective plates and they stay there
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sustains 40kg of compression

allowing users to make 
functional prototypes





motivation



fast fabrication of a physical part, 
model or assembly using 3D 
computer aided design.

rapid prototyping
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model model assemble

FlatFitFab: McCrae et al. [UIST ’14]
Kyub: Baudisch et al. [CHI ’19]
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reduce complexity of plate search from 𝑶 𝒏𝟐 → 𝑶 𝒏
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reduce complexity of plate search from 𝑶 𝒏𝟐 → 𝑶 𝒏
objective
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how to solve this?



if two things are supposed to be joined: place them next to each other
key idea::

this is where unfolding can help…



cut a polyhedron along its edges and unfold flat to a single, 
non-overlapping, simple polygon

edge unfolding::

cut along 
these edges

Geometric Folding Algorithms: Demaine et al. [2001]





1. choose a “wing” dimension
𝑦

𝑧

𝑥

𝑤𝑣

2. all plates with normal parallel to 𝑤𝑣

are now “wing” plates 

3. All remaining plates are 
“strip” plates



4. unfold all strip plates

5. add wing plates, switch joint if overlap occurs





choosing different wing dimensions 
results in different unfoldings



integration into 3D 
editor
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conclusion
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plywood: 21 minutes foamcore: 4 minutes



carpenter: next week prototyping

rapid prototyping

3D printing: next day prototyping
lasercutting: next meeting prototyping
foamcore: within meeting prototyping
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